
 

 
 

 

Ariana Grande 

 
 

Ariana where do we start 
we can only imagine your thought process 

due to the tragic events in Manchester 
that will forever be a part of our hearts – 

 
the world knows the talent, the beauty and the boss 

however all to many times we forget 
that person in you whom at any cost would 

put the state of global oppression and the poisons of hate on pause – 
 

not everyone can see you separate the person from the star 
there are so many layers of pain but your plans 

and generosity for Manchester was no publicity stunt 
the inner beauty your exhibiting is simply who you are – 

 
if I never seen a photo or heard any of your music 
through tragedy comes triumph and the humility 

and beauty in you arguably are your greatest attributes 
and we love how your using it – 

 
it’s has become clear every performance symbolizes a special meaning 

I'm talking an internal drive filled with euphoria 
the total package barely breathing the crowds’ screaming 

literally going crazy at the sight and thoughts of you leaving – 
 

so now you know why we’re chatting Ariana all across the land 
sis the love is real it’s written all across the sand 

your outer beauty and musical genius has nothing on your 
inner beauty that makes so many of us your #1 fan – 

 
The Oyezzz family sends their sincere condolences to all the families and friends of those lost or 

affected by the Manchester or any other unnecessary acts of violence. 
 

Although easier said than done we will continue our efforts to open our hearts because anything that 
makes us wear, feel or express hate is simply an unnecessary burden. 

 
 

Written (05/28/17) by Clifton A. Jackson 
Your Oyezzz activity, s/m likes, repost & hashtags are appreciated! 

 


